
See the following pages 
for practical steps your 
business can take.  

Loss Control Services

Preparing trucks and drivers to deliver  
your company’s goods.

As a business that makes and/or distributes products, you rely on your 
trucks for a never-ending series of pickups and deliveries. And for 
companies with larger fleets, vehicle-related claims are the most frequent 
and severe type of loss, often resulting in higher insurance costs. 

With a properly designed risk management program, you can help to 
reduce your fleet’s exposures to loss and your overall cost of insurance. 
Ideally, such a program should encompass: operations; driver qualification, 
training and supervision; emergency equipment; vehicle maintenance and 
inspection; and accident reporting, recording and analysis.

Use hands-on instruction to 

complement your written 

driver safety policy.
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A written driver 

safety policy should 

be signed by both 

management and 

employees.

Creating a written driver safety policy.

Commercial vehicle exposures and hazards can vary depending upon 
the area where your business operates and the commodities you 
transport. To have a positive impact on your fleet operations, your risk 
management program should include an in-force and effective written 
safety policy. It should be signed by both management and employees 
so as to confirm everyone has read and understands the guidelines in 
place. Your company’s written safety policy should:

n  Include requirements to ensure that all drivers are properly licensed 
for the type of vehicle they operate, and that reference checks and 
state motor vehicle records are obtained at the time of hire and then 
periodically updated and reviewed

n  Require drivers and passengers to wear seat belts whenever a vehicle 
is in motion

n  Specify that drivers minimize distractions from mobile devices while 
behind the wheel

n  Prohibit the consumption of alcohol and illegal substances during 
working hours and at least four hours prior to driving

n  Address personal use of company-owned vehicles; if employees 
are allowed personal use of company vehicles, limitations should be 
placed on who may drive and how far they can travel 

n  Require all drivers of company vehicles to sign a safe driving 
commitment form (see “Forms you can use in your safety program” 
on Page 4)

n  Outline procedures for management to perform investigation and 
analysis of any accidents to help prevent future occurrences 

Driver training to reinforce what’s in writing. 

Nationwide® recommends that you complement your safety policy with 
hands-on instruction to help ensure that drivers are taking necessary 
precautions when using their vehicles. Driver training should teach 
employees how to:

n  Use emergency equipment, secure their cargo, practice proper 
delivery techniques, inspect their vehicles before and after operation, 
and take the proper steps if involved in an accident

n  Activate their vehicle’s alarm system to help keep it secure while 
not in use
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n  Park and unload their vehicles safely, including instruction on the 
proper use of unloading devices to help avoid injuring bystanders 
or damaging property, the proper use of hazard signals, and the 
avoidance of low-visibility locations, such as the crest of a hill, when 
stopping to make a delivery

n  Use route planning strategies designed to help them avoid high 
hazard areas and deal with increased risks such as low overhead 
clearances, overhead wires, vehicle weight restrictions and roadway 
design restrictions 

Making sure vehicles are road-worthy.

To help ensure that your delivery vehicles are properly equipped  
and maintained to endure routine travel, you should: 

n  Obtain all applicable identification credentials and mark vehicles 
properly to comply with federal and state regulations

n  Refrain from exceeding the vehicle’s or trailer’s capacity for size 
and weight

n  Comply with all hazardous materials regulations if hazmats are  
being transported 

n  Keep up-to-date maintenance records for each delivery vehicle (see 
“Forms you can use in your safety program” on Page 4)

n  Stock vehicles with emergency equipment, including: first aid kit, 
flares and flashers, jumper cables, flashlight, snow removal tools and 
fire extinguisher

n  Install vehicle alarm systems to prevent theft

n  Equip trucks with adequate load-securing devices — such as 
sideboards, stakes and a rear-end gate — to reduce load shifting; 
make sure vehicle structures, systems, parts and components used 
to secure cargo are working properly and that tie-down and securing 
devices don’t contain knots; and have drivers make sure all cargo is 
properly secured both prior to and during their trips

n  Provide covered containers or tarpaulins and tie-downs for 
transporting loose materials such as sand and gravel

Using route planning 

strategies, drivers 

can avoid increased 

risks such as low 

overhead clearances. 
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For your risk management  
and safety needs, contact  
Nationwide Loss Control  
Services: 1-866-808-2101  
or LCS@nationwide.com.

The information used to create this brochure was obtained from sources believed to be reliable to help users address their own risk management and insurance needs. It does not and is not intended to provide legal advice. Nationwide, its affiliates 
and employees do not guarantee improved results based upon the information contained herein and assume no liability in connection with the information or the provided suggestions. The recommendations provided are general in nature; unique 
circumstances may not warrant or require implementation of some or all of the suggestions. Nationwide, Nationwide is on your side, and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2020 Nationwide
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Providing solutions 
to help our members 
manage risk.SM
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Additional resources from Nationwide®. 

Forms you can use in your safety program.   

Nationwide encourages you to use one or both of the following forms to  
facilitate your driver safety and ongoing vehicle maintenance efforts: 

n  Safe Driving Commitment Form for Company Vehicle Operators (CMO-0495AO)

n  Vehicle Inspection Report Form (CMO-0499AO)

More topics of interest to fleet safety managers. 

We invite you to review some or all of the following items in 
our growing library of loss control-related materials. We offer 
documents on each of the following topics: 

n  Pedestrians (CMO-0363AO)

n  Intersections (CMO-0364AO)

n  Speeding (CMO-0365AO)

n  Drowsy Driving (CMO-0366AO)

n  Reduced-Visibility Driving (CMO-0367AO)

n  Pre-Trip Vehicle Inspection (CMO-0368AO)

n  Single-Vehicle Accidents (CMO-0369AO)

n  Proper Following Distance (CMO-0370AO)

n  Post-Accident Reporting (CMO-0371AO)

n  Motor Vehicle Records Review (CMO-0372AO)

n  Establishing a Driver Safety Program (CMO-0373AO)

n  Hired and Non-Owned Vehicles (CMO-0374AO)

To obtain electronic or paper copies of one or more of these documents,  
contact your Nationwide agent or your Loss Control Services  
representative and refer to the form number listed next to each item. 

nationwide.com

Nationwide, Nationwide is on your side, and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2016 Nationwide
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Safe Driving Commitment 

for Operators of Company Vehicles

KEEP ORIGINAL IN FILE. GIVE THE EMPLOYEE A COPY. THIS FORM SHOULD BE RENEWED ANNUALLY.

Name: __________________________________________________________        Date: _________________

I recognize that safe driving is an essential part of my job and will abide by the following safe driving 

standards as they apply to my use of company vehicles. I will:

n  Maintain an in-force, valid driver’s license appropriate to the types and sizes of vehicles being operated

n   Alert management immediately if my license becomes expired, restricted, suspended or revoked 

n  Notify the company of any citations received while driving a company vehicle

n  Allow the company to access my MVR records by signing a release when requested

n   Drive in a safe and courteous manner, conforming to traffic laws, signals and markings, and take appropriate 

precautions for adverse weather and traffic conditions

n  Wear a seatbelt and ensure that authorized passengers wear seatbelts 

n  Cooperate with management in following prescribed maintenance schedules and procedures 

n  Use the vehicle for non-business purposes only as outlined by company policy

n  Refrain from using the company-owned vehicle for family vacations unless permission is granted 

n  Be financially responsible for any parking tickets or traffic violations and citations 

n  Report all accidents within 24 hours to my manager and designated company fleet administrator 

n  Refuse to loan the vehicle to others or allow non-company authorized drivers to operate it 

n  Reject requests by unauthorized passengers for transport, including hitchhikers

n  Obtain prior training and permission before towing trailers or mobile homes with the vehicle

n  Always park the vehicle in a secure and legally allowable location 

n  Abstain from alcohol or controlled substances prior to and during vehicle operation

n  Follow appropriate practices, as communicated by management, when transporting any hazardous materials

My signature indicates that I have had an opportunity to read this agreement and ask clarifying questions of 

my supervisor. I will abide by company safety policies related to driving.

Failure to comply with the above described “Safe Driving Commitment” may result in employee discipline up 

to and including transfer to a  non-driving position or termination. 

Employee Signature: _______________________________________________________________
Date: __________________________________

Program Administrator Signature: ___________________________________________________
Date: __________________________________

nationwide.com

Vehicle Inspection Report 
The vehicle inspection report is completed on a quarterly basis.

Date: __________________________   Mileage: ____________________________   

License number:  ____________________________________
_______________________________________

___________________   State: ________

Branch location:  ______________________________________
______________________________   Driver: ____________________________

Year: ____________________________   Make: ____________________________   Model: ____________________________

SATISFACTORY PROBLEM
DATE 

CORRECTED 
(Must be completed for 
ALL “Problem” issues)

Seat belts (accessibility/condition)

Headlights

Turn signals

Brake lights

Reverse lights

Instrument panel (dashboard)

Glass (front and rear windshields)

Mirrors

Windshield wipers

Knobs and handles

Front/Rear window defrosters

General condition of tires (tread, visible defects)

Recent oil change (receipt or window sticker)

Company required items:

n  Accident report kit

n  Flashlight

n  Warning reflectors/Vest

n  Spare tire and jack

Other:

Miscellaneous:

Supervisor/Manager Signature:  _____________________________________
____________________________    Date: _________________ 

Employee Signature:  _____________________________________
_______________________________________

__    Date: _________________

Nationwide, Nationwide is on your side, and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2016 Nationwide
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Pedestrians

Alert your 

company’s drivers to
 

look for pedestria
ns 

everywhere. 

Many pedestrians assume drivers will see them easily and stop their 

vehicles. However, due to factors such as heavy traffic, poor road 

conditions and various kinds of distractions, drivers don’t always react 

quickly enough — and the statistics bear this out. The National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) reports that accidents involving 

single motor vehicles account for 92% of pedestrian fatalities from 

motor vehicle crashes.1  

Why pedestrians need your drivers’ attention.

Listed below are some of the types of people and situations your 

employees might face while driving on behalf of your business. Being 

mindful of these factors as they take the wheel only serves to make your 

drivers better able to react at the moment they encounter a pedestrian.

n  Elderly citizens. They often take a long time to cross the street, th
eir 

ability to react may be slow, and hearing and vision impairments may 

make them unaware of oncoming traffic. 

n  Drunk or high individuals. With little
 or no warning, pedestrians 

under the influence of alcohol or drugs can step into the road without 

proper judgment of oncoming traffic’s speed or distance. 

n  Dense urban areas. Such districts often feature restaurants, stores, 

theaters and sports venues. Foot tra
ffic is heavy, and people often 

enter streets from between parked cars instead of crosswalks.

n  Nighttim
e visibility. Darkness hinders vision for both drivers and 

pedestrians, and more than half of all pedestrian deaths occur 

between 6:00 and 11:59 p.m.1   W
hile pedestrians should wear light-

colored clothing and carry a flashlight or glow stick, many do not. 

n  Electronic and other distractions. Talking and texting while driving is 

a dangerous distraction. Plus, being unfamiliar with surroundings can 

force your drivers to pay more attention to buildings and street signs 

than to traffic signals and pedestrians.

n  Busy neighborhoods. Such areas often have large populations 

of children on their sidewalks and streets. According to Safe Kids 

Worldwide TM , unintentional pedestrian injuries are the fifth leading 

cause of injury-related death in the U.S. for children ages 5 to 19.2  

Playgrounds and fields used for local sports can increase the chances 

of encountering a child in traffic.

1  Traffic Safety Facts — 2013 Data, National Center for Statistics and Analysis o
f the  

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, (February 2015).

2  Pedestria
n Safety, Safe Kids Worldwide, http://w

ww.safekids.org/safetytips/field_risks/

pedestrian-safety?gclid=CMHP45bT6scCFQmNaQodO3cAXw, (downloaded 10/1/15)

Help prevent roadway accidents  

involving pedestrians.

Loss Control Services

Failure to know your 
employees’ driving 
history increases your 
business’s exposure  
to lawsuits. 

The MVR: An essential tool  for qualifying fleet drivers.  

When the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI) reviewed 

nearly 600,000 truck drivers’ records in 2011, it found that specific 

prior violations were statistically tied to a greater likelihood of a future 

crash.1 In a separate study, the California Department of Motor Vehicles 

determined that unlicensed drivers and those with a license that’s been 

suspended or revoked are almost three times more likely to cause a fatal 

crash than properly licensed drivers.2
What’s the risk to your business?As a business owner, you are responsible for placing safe drivers on  

the road, and one of the best ways to do that is to get to know their 

driving history. If you don’t, you run the risk of having an employee with 

a history of violations who:  
n  Is likely to continue to receive violations and become involved  

in collisions
n  May be carrying a physical driver’s license that is invalid, revoked  

or suspended

1  Predicting Truck Crash Involvement, American Transportation Research Institute,  

http://atri-online.org/2011/04/01/predicting-truck-crash-involvement-a-2011-update/

2  Estimation of Fatal Crash Rates for Suspended/Revoked and Unlicensed Drivers in  

California, California Department of Motor Vehicles (2012), p. 17.
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Speeding

Operating a vehicle 

at high speeds robs 

a driver of critical 

reaction time.

Driving at higher speeds makes it easier to lose control of a vehicle, 

harder to recover control and robs a driver of critical reaction time. 

While exceeding speed limits gets less attention than other road safety 

issues, like drunk driving or texting while driving, it too is dangerous.

Why your drivers should resist the urge to speed.

Here are some key reasons why drivers who choose to exceed posted 

speed limits are putting themselves and others in danger – and putting 

your business at risk: 

n  Higher risk of collision. The greater the speed, the greater the 

stopping distance (see chart below), the greater the chances of 

a crash. This translates to higher risk of more severe injuries and 

property damage as a result of an accident.

n  Speed’s effect on vehicles and equipment. At higher speeds, 

seatbelts, airbags, antilock brakes, traction control systems or other 

safety devices may not be effective enough to save a life.

n  Pocketbook issues for drivers. Most states add extra penalties 

(points, fines) for speeding violations of more than 15 mph above the 

posted limit. For the speeding employee, this could affect future job 

prospects or cause increases in personal insurance costs.

n  Higher costs for your business. It takes a greater amount of fuel to 

maintain elevated speeds, and more fuel means more money spent. 

Plus, because engines are increasingly inefficient at higher speeds, 

this can mean more wear and tear on your fleet’s vehicles.

n  Reduced driver reaction time. Speeding drivers rob themselves of 

time needed to diagnose proper steering and braking reactions to 

unexpected problems (e.g., sudden animal crossing, tire blowout). 

Speed also increases the chances for a rollover when swerving.

 Total Vehicle Stopping Distance1

Make it company policy to  

obey posted speed limits. 

 50’       100’      150’      200’      250’      300’      350’      400’      

70
65
55
40
30
20

Speed

in mph

387’

344’

265’

164’

119’

63’

Stopping distance in feet on dry pavement

1 Safety in Numbers, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (8/15), p. 1.
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Give a copy of your 

driver’s handbook  

to every individual  

who operates a 

vehicle while in the 

course and scope  

of employment.

As an employer, you may be responsible for the driving skills of any 

employee who operates a vehicle while “in the course and scope of 

employment.” You could be held accountable if one of your employees 

causes an accident while working for you, even if they are driving their 

own vehicle. To assist your drivers and protect your business, you 

should implement a basic driver safety program. While this brochure 

provides a set of guidelines to help you get started, you may want to 

obtain additional help from the resources listed on Page 4. 

There are five essential components to any driver safety program:

1.  A comprehensive driver’s handbook — A written document, or 

collection of documents, that summarizes policies, procedures and the 

company’s intentions to consistently enforce safe driving practices.  

  Provide a copy to all new hires and existing employees for whom 

driving cars or trucks on behalf of your business is included in their  

job description

  Promptly share any updates to your handbook with all drivers  

  Require all drivers to sign an acknowledgement form indicating 

they’ve received and reviewed a copy of your driver’s handbook and 

have been given an opportunity to ask clarifying questions, and/or 

hold a brief training session during which you describe each section 

of the handbook and address any questions immediately

  Review and revise your driver handbook every 24 months to make 

sure it remains current and to address any exceptions made during 

the past 24-month cycle  

2.  A healthy, supportive business environment — A clear understanding 

among managers and employees that your commitment to driving 

safety is consistent with other policies that establish your company 

as a responsible employer. 

  Instruct managers that they should never place drivers in unsafe 

situations or direct them to break traffic laws to make deliveries 

on time, but instead should ensure that proper planning is used to 

avoid the need to rush or violate laws 

  Have managers monitor employees’ compliance with safe driving 

policies to ensure consistent application across your business

  Ask all employees who drive for your business, regardless of 

frequency, to sign a safe driving commitment, such as the form 

available to you from Nationwide® (see Page 4)

Guidelines for establishing an effective 

driver safety program.

Commercial Fleet Safety 

Driver Safety Programs
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When you text while 
traveling at 55 mph, 
it’s like driving the 
length of a football 
field blindfolded.1

Advice to help prevent  a single-vehicle accident.
A single-vehicle accident is any driving mishap where only one vehicle is 

involved. This can include veering off course and hitting a tree, a rollover 

crash, or damage caused by animals or debris on the road. Bad weather, 

poor visibility and mechanical failures can all be contributing factors, so 

operators must be alert when they take the wheel. While your drivers 

may appreciate this, it’s good to remind them of the following tips. Prepare for your trip before you turn the key. Many things can slow you down en route to your destination, so it pays 

to spend some thoughtful preparation time to help ensure safe travels.  

n  Check the weather report. If you cross county or state lines, you may 

experience changes in weather patterns. Be prepared to handle rain, 

snow or other conditions that may affect your ability to drive.
n  Start safely. Get familiar with the vehicle controls and adjust any 

settings, as needed. These include seat position, mirrors and steering 

wheel. Also, always keep your seat belt fastened while driving.
n  Allow more time to travel. This will reduce your urge to speed up if 

you are slowed by unpredictable circumstances.n  Turn your headlights on. Not only does it enhance your vision, but it 

also helps others to see you.

Stay focused to help avoid distractions. Distracted driving can rob your ability to react quickly. Stay focused on 

the road, including what you can see in front of you and in your mirrors.

n  Prepare for anticipated distractions like money for a toll booth, 

mealtimes or the need to reach for sunglasses. Refrain from eating, 

drinking and smoking while driving whenever possible.
n  Monitor your surroundings. As you drive, be mindful of lane changes, 

traffic signs and signals, curves, road work and pedestrians. Seeing a 

situation develop early will give you more time to react, if necessary.
n  Turn off your cell phone. Making phone calls and texting take your 

attention away from driving. Approximately five seconds is the 

average time your eyes are off the road while texting. When traveling 

at 55 mph, that’s like driving the length of a football field blindfolded.1 

n  Take a break. If you’re feeling drowsy or have a task that cannot wait, 

pull the vehicle over to a safe spot out of the way of traffic. 

1  Driver Distraction in Commercial Vehicle Operations, Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration (September 2009), p. xxiv.

Commercial Fleet Safety
Single-Vehicle Accidents
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